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The idea of this piece is to open up the thought process to many "famous" statements, and to many not so
famous, but equally powerful. Some are directly related to the markets and investing, and others are indirectly
related, offering context or direction. We hope you enjoy the read, and that something here inspires, enlightens,

and even entertains, ever so briefly.

“For many of us, the single greatest obstacle to the pursuit of investment success is our own proclivity to panic.
The dominant determinant to real life outcomes has more to do with investor behavior and less to do with
investment performance. The enemy of successful investing is human emotion.“ Nick Murray

“Bull markets are born on pessimism, grow on skepticism, mature on optimism and die on euphoria.” Sir John
Templeton

“The ability to distinguish between volatility and loss is the first casualty of a bear market. That ability, then, is
almost entirely temperamental, rather than intellectual or analytical.” Nick Murray

“The key to making money in stocks is not getting scared out of them.” Peter Lynch

“Fear has a greater grasp on human action than does the impressive weight of historical evidence.”Jeremy
Siegel

And it’s faith in the future rather than fear of it that is the essential trait of the successful long term investor.
Investors more often capitulate to panic.” Nick Murray

“The four most dangerous words on investing… ‘it’s different this time’.“ Sir John Templeton (in reference to
something happening to cause markets to forever decline)

“Far more money has been lost by investors preparing for corrections or trying to anticipate corrections than has
been lost in corrections themselves.” Peter Lynch

“Temperament is more important than IQ.” Warren Buffet

“The only function of economic forecasting is to make astrology look respectable.” John Kenneth Galbraith, mid
twentieth century economist

Don’t just do something, stand there.” Louis Rukeyser said during an apparent crises



“If you don’t know where you’re going, you might not get there.” Lawrence Peter “Yogi” Berra

“We have met the enemy and he is us.” Pogo Possum

“The stock market is a highly efficient mechanism for the transfer of wealth from the impatient to the patient.”
Warren Buffet

“Permanent loss in a well diversified equity portfolio is always a human achievement, of which the market itself is
incapable.” Nick Murray

“Equities have a genuinely peerless record of defending and accreting purchasing power through increasing
dividend income as well as long term capital appreciation. The cost of these returns – a cost which is far more
emotional than financial – is implicit in the volatility of equity prices in the short to intermediate term. The premium
returns of equities are an efficient market’s way of demanding adequate compensation for the volatility. Anything
which suppresses volatility must commensurately suppress returns.” Nick Murray

“Bear Market: an episode during which common stocks are returned to their rightful owners.” Warren Buffet

“My point is that equity is completely different from other asset classes of investments. It is the only one that
captures human ingenuity, which is the ultimate asset class.” Eddy Effenbein

“Your success in investing will depend in part on your character and guts and in part on your ability to realize, at the
height of ebullience and the depth of despair alike, that this too shall pass.” Jack Bogle

“The premium returns for equities are therefore, simply an efficient markets way of pricing in adequate
compensation for tolerating unpredictability. Cannot have one without the other.” Nick Murray

“If you want the kinds of returns that equities have historically provided, you must accept the kinds of gut wrenching
declines which the equity markets have historically experienced. It’s apackage deal. The longer your time horizon,
the less stock market volatility affects you.” Nick Murray

“Fear has a greater grasp on human action than does the impressive weight of historical evidence. Real risk is not
inherent in the normal, cyclical and above all temporary declines. Risk is that people will read into those declines
something that isn’t there and that having done so, they will panic and sell. This issue here is fear, not what the
market does but how people react to what the market does. Panic is the ultimate saboteur of long term success.”
Nick Murray
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“It is not so much that the media are unhelpful to investors seeking to maintain their perspective. Rather – in every
thought, word and deed – the media seem single-mindedly determined to stamp perspective out. Journalism isn’t
in the truth business, it’s in the news business. And those are two entirely different things. Journalism wants to keep
your focus as short term as is humanly possible - ideally minute by minute – so you won’t dare turn off the
television. Journalism feeds insatiably on bad news – preferably something that can be presented as “a crises”.
Given their bias, long term historical perspective isn’t something those folks are ever going to be particularly good
at. Journalism always talks about investing as if it were a timing question. You need to think, plan and invest long
term. We live in the age of the electronic mob and media is both its megaphone and its echo chamber.” Nick
Murray

“The myth is always that the marketplace cannot correct itself. The reality is that markets correct themselves more
efficiently than any other mechanism. The myth is that as prices fall, risk rises. The reality is that as prices fall, value
rises. All extreme movements in one direction sow the seeds of their own reversal.” Nick Murray

“The short run volatility of stock returns from decade to decade is not unexpected. What may surprise investors is
that the volatility of the real returns on government bonds is also quite large. For the 35 year period from 1946 –
1981, the real return on Treasury bonds was negative… there has never been even a 20 year period, not to speak
of a 35 year period, where real stock returns were negative.” Jeremy Siegel, in the new 5th edition of “Stocks for
the Long Run”

"Although it might appear to be riskier to hold stocks than bonds, precisely the opposite is true. The safest long
term investment for the preservation of purchasing power has clearly been stocks, not bonds.” Nick Murray

“Faith has been rewarded and pessimism punished. Optimism is historically the only realism - the only worldview
that squares with the facts and with the historical record.” Nick Murray

“Pessimism always misses the key point in human development: not just the continuing miracle of technological
progress, but its second derivative – the change in the rate of change.”

“Human flight in a machine might be evolved by the combined and continuous efforts of mathematicians in from
one million to ten million years.” From an article in The New York Times, October 9, 1903 after the Langley
brothers failed in their effort to get a vehicle off the ground.

“We started assembly today.” From the diary of the Wright Brothers, October 9, 1903

“Some investors will regret missing out on huge gains while others will regret participating on huge losses. Which
regret will wear worse on your emotions?” Ben Carlson
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On their fourth and final flight on that historic day in December of 1903, the Wrights flew 852 feet in 59 seconds. In
1923, two men flew 2,500 miles across the United States non stop from Roosevelt Field Long Island to San Diego.
Lindbergh’s transatlantic solo flight came in the Spring of 1927. Heinkel perfected the turbojet engine in 1939.
Yeager rocketed through the sound barrier in 1947 and Crossfield reached Mach 2 in 1953. Sputnik orbited the
earth in 1957 and man walked on themoon in 1969. Any way you graph this progress, you must be struck most
forcibly by its exponent.

“No problem of human destiny is beyond human beings.” John F. Kennedy (just a fewmonths prior to his death)

“The confidence people have in their beliefs is not a measure of the quality of evidence but of the coherence of the
story that the mind has managed to construct.” Daniel Kahneman

Democracy depends on equality, capitalism on inequality. Citizens in a democracy come to the public square with
one vote each; participants in a capitalist economy arrive at the marketplace with unequal talents and resources
and leave the marketplace with unequal rewards. Nor is inequality simply a side effect of capitalism. A capitalist
economy can’t operate without it. The differing talents and resources of individuals are recruited and sorted by the
differential rewards, which reinforce the original differences. Inequality drives the engine of capitalism.”HWBrands,
in his book American Colossus: The Triumph of Capitalism 1865 – 1900

Moore’s Law – states that the cost of a unit of computer power falls around 50% about every two years. More
specifically, it is the observation that the number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles approximately
every two years. The observation is named after Gordon Moore, the co-founder of Fairchild Semiconductor and
Intel, whose 1965 paper described a doubling every year in the number of components per integrated circuit, and
projected this rate of growth would continue for at least another decade. In 1975, looking forward to the next
decade, he revised the forecast to doubling every two years. The period is often quoted as 18 months because
of Intel executive David House, who predicted that chip performance would double every 18 months.

“If history is any guide, rational capital ultimately outlasts irrational presidencies. And that fleeing the capital
markets in reaction to distressing political events has in the past never proven to be a lastingly successful
investment policy.” Nick Murray

“The best way to measure your investing success is not by whether you are beating the market but by whether you
have put in place a financial plan and a behavioral discipline that are likely to get you where you want to go.”
Benjamin Graham

“The supreme secret of all investing, especially of equity investing: loses – real permanent capital losses – aren’t
created by markets. They are created by people, making irrational and profoundly counterintuitive judgment. (This
time the sky really is falling). The safety of equities rises with the time horizon of the capital. If you don’t sell, the
temporary downs aren’t risk, but simply the price you gladly pay for the permanent ups. Short to intermediate term
markets are unknowable; long term markets are inevitable.” Nick Murray
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“Thousands of experts study overbought indicators, head and shoulder patterns, put-call ratios, the Fed’s policy
on money supply… and they can’t predict markets with any useful consistency any more than the gizzard
squeezers could tell the Roman emperors when the Huns would attack.” Peter Lynch

Winston Churchill famously said that democracy is the worst form of government ever practiced by man, except
all the others. In just that sense, buy and hold (investing) is simply the worstequity investment strategy ever
concocted by man. Except for all others. Getting in and out of equity markets is a really great idea that can never
work.

The outcome of $100 invested in 1965 – the year Warren Buffet took over Berkshire Hathaway, left to compound in
each a) six month Treasury bills, b) gold and c) S&P 500. The results were $1,336 in T-bills, $4,455 in gold and
$6,072 in equities. Written in Fortune magazine February 27, 2012.

Berkshire Hathaway stock closed at $3,170 a share on October 19, 1987. On August 31, 1998, it closed at $60,500.
In 2010, it was $124,700. October of 2017, $281,600.

“Since the basic game is so favorable, Charlie Munger and I believe it’s a terrible mistake to try to dance in and
out of it (the market) based upon the turn of tarot cards, the predictions of ‘experts’, or the ebb and flow of business
activity. The risks of being out of the game are huge compared tothe risks of being in it.” Warren Buffett

“We have to require investors to maintain some perspective. Right after the bear market of 2007/08, equity funds
and ETF’s were in net liquidation every year from 2009 – 2012, even as the market staged an epic recovery.
Investors are always fighting the last war.” Nick Murray

“There is simply no escaping the fact that managing human behavior is the keystone to being a successful
investor. No level of investment skill, which is rare on its own, is sufficient to overcome the cancer of bad behavior.”
Dr. Daniel Crosby

“Your success in investing will depend in part on our character and guts and in part on your ability to realize, at
the height of ebullience and the depth of despair alike, that this too shall pass.” Jack Bogle

“Thousands of experts study overbought indicators, head and shoulder patterns, put-call ratios, the Fed’s policy
on money supply … and they can’t predict markets with any useful consistency any more than the gizzard
squeezers could tell the Roman emperors when the Huns would attack.” Peter Lynch

“With regards to market volatility, the patient accumulator will, in the long run be enriched by the volatility. If you
just keep accumulating, everything that you want to happen – and perhaps much more – will eventually happen,
just not exactly when you want it to.” Nick Murray
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“You make most of your money in a bear market; you just don’t realize it at the time.” Shelby Davis

“It is clear that if we are to cope with even a mild inflation, we must undertake investment strategies that maintain
our real purchasing power; otherwise, we are doomed to an ever decreasing standard of living.” Burton Malkiel

“Never underestimate the power of doing nothing.” Winnie the Pooh

“Far from idleness being the root of all evil, it is rather the only true good.” Soren Kierkegaard

“Imagine a world where you could gain more knowledge by reading fewer books, see more of the world by
minimizing travel and get more fit by doing less exercise. Certainly, a world where doing less gets you more is
highly inconsistent with much of our lived experiences, but is just the way Wall Street Bizarro World operates. If
we are to learn to live in that world, (and we must), one of the primary lessons to be learned is to do less than we
think we should.” Dr. Daniel Crosby, in the “Laws of Wealth”

“The best argument against democracy is a five minute conversation with the average voter. Democracy is the
worst form of government ever invented except all those other forms that have been tried from time to time.” Sir
Winston Churchill

“The study found that most investors poured money into the markets after large gains and pulled money out after
sustaining losses – a buy high and sell low debacle of a strategy.” Study performed by Federal Reserve during
period of 1984 – 2012

“The investor’s chief problem – and even his worst enemy – is likely to be himself.” Benjamin Graham

“It’s a racket. These stock market guys are crooked.” Al Capone

“The investor who permits himself to be stampeded or unduly worried by unjustified market declines in his holdings
is perversely transforming his basic advantage into a basic disadvantage.” Warren Buffet

“There are many areas of in your life that call for emotional reactions – you should get emotional on your wedding
day or during the birth of your child. But emotions are the enemy of good investment decisions.” Ben Carlson

“Those who have knowledge don’t predict. Those who predict don’t have knowledge.” Lao Tzu

“Our track record in figuring out significant rare events in politics and economics is not close to zero; it is zero.”
Nassim Tale
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“It is painful to admit to oneself that every period of economic prosperity has within it the manic seeds of the next
crash. Contrary to the popular idea of bear markets being risky and bull markets being risk-free, the behavioral
investor must concede that risk is actually created in periods of market euphoria and actualized in down markets.”
Dr. Daniel Crosby

“Diversification means always having to say you’re sorry.” Dr. Brian Portnoy

“Exceptional investing over a lifetime cannot be predicated on luck. It must be grounded in a systematic approach
that is applied in good times and ad and is never abandoned just because what is popular in the moment many
not conform to longer term best practices.” Dr. Daniel Crosby

“An investor needs to do very few things rights as long as he avoids big mistakes.” Warren Buffet

Optimism: Still the only Realism. In fact, 2017 was probably the very best year in the long history of humanity.
Every day, the number of people around the world living in extreme poverty (about $2 a day) goes down by
217,000, according to calculations by Max Roser, an Oxford University economist who runs a website called Our
World in Data. Every day, 325,000 more people gain access to electricity. And 300,000 more gain access to clean
water. As recently as the 1960’s, a majority of humans had always been illiterate and lived in extreme poverty.
Now few, than 15% are illiterate and few than 10% live in extreme poverty. In another 15 years, illiteracy and
extreme poverty will be mostly gone. After thousands of generations, they are pretty much disappearing on our
watch. Just since 1990, the lives of more than 100 million children have been saved by vaccinations, diarrhea
treatment, breast feeding promotion and other simple steps. Nicholas Kristof, “Why 2017 was the best year in
human history,” NY Times, January 6, 2018.

In January, Mr. Udland posted a piece titled “Six market themes to track in 2018”. Within a matter of minutes, the
title of the piece on Yahoo Finance’s home page was changed to “Six key market risks to watch in 2018.” The
essay itself, once you clicked on it, read exactly the same: themes, not risks. And it perfectly encapsulates the
consummate evil that is clickbait catastrophism. Nick Murray

“It is a terrible mistake for investors with long term horizons – among them, pension funds, college endowments and
savings-minded individuals – to measure their investment “risk” by their portfolio’s ratio of bonds to stocks. Often,
high grade bonds in an investment portfolio increase its risk.” Warren Buffett, annual shareholder letter

“Just as the pilot controls the plane using the flight plans, it’s the control tower that dictates takeoff and landing but
ultimately it’s Mother Nature and the forces of unforeseen weather that dictates what happens to an airplanes’
course and safety and ultimate arrival. Sometimes, due to Mother Nature, detours are necessary.” Charlie Epstein,
the 401k Coach
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“Successful investing: requires patience that is measured in years, not weeks. Is boring. Requires diversification
and dollar cost averaging.” Charlie Epstein, the 401k Coach

“You have no idea where the leaf will be in a minute or an hour from now. But eventually gravity will win out and it
will land on the ground.” Ben Inker on analogy to a leaf in a hurricane.

“News is about what happens, not what doesn’t happen, so it features sudden and upsetting events like fires, plant
closings, rampage shooting and shark attacks. Most positive developments are not camera-friendly and they aren’t
built in a day. You never see a headline about a country that is not at war or a city that has not been attacked by
terrorist – or the fact that, since yesterday; 180,000 people have escaped extreme poverty. The bad habits of media
in turn bring out the worst in human cognition. Our intuitions about risk are driven not by statistics but by images
and stories. People rank tornadoes (which kill dozens of Americans a year) as more dangerous than asthma (which
kills thousands), presumable because tornadoes make better television. It’s easy to see how this cognitive bias –
stoked by the news policy “if it bleeds, it leads” – could make people conclude the worst about where the world is
heading.” Steven Pinkner, from his book Enlightenment Now

“Freedom is a fragile thing and is never more than one generation away from extinction. It is not our by inheritance;
it must be fought for and defended constantly by each generation, for it comes only once to a people. Those who
have known freedom and lost it have never known it again.” Ronald Reagan, California gubernatorial
inauguration speech, January 5th, 1967

“There are no facts about the future.” Anonymous

“Speak in such a way that others love to listen to you: Listen in such a way that others love to speak to you.” Dr
Travis Bradberry

“Rational capital ultimately outlasts irrational presidencies. Fleeing the capital markets in reaction to distressing
political events has never proven to be a lastingly successful investment policy.” Nick Murray

“The farther back you can look, the farther forward you are likely to see.” Winston Churchill

“Volatility is merely a synonym for unpredictability. It’s neither negative or positive connotations.” Anonymous

“There is also testimony to the genius of dollar cost averaging, which all we long term accumulators practice,
formally or informally, because we have no choice: we’re investing what we can save from what we earn and this
process is ongoing. Investment over time into a meaningfully diversified equity portfolio, aided by annual
rebalancing, inevitably loads up on the laggards and eschews what’s hot, thereby insuring that we outperform – you
guessed it – not just the markets but our own investments.” Nick Murray
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“Human nature is always and everywhere a failed investor, because it is, in matters of investing, pro- cyclical: it flees
in terror from things that are being marked down in price – and therefore increasing in value – as it lunges in pursuit
of whatever is hot, and therefore having the value leached out of it.” Nick Murray

“The idea that a bell rings to signal when to get into or out of the stock market is simply not credible. After nearly fifty
years in the business, I don’t know anybody who has done it successfully and consistently. I don’t even know
anybody who knows anybody who has.” Jack Bogle

“The intelligent investor is a realist who sells to optimists and buys from pessimists.” Benjamin Graham

“History provides a crucial insight regarding market crises; they are inevitable, painful and ultimately surmountable.”
Shelby Davis

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine. In the long run, it is a weighing machine.” Benjamin Graham

“So it is said if you know your enemies and know yourself, you can win a hundred battles without a single loss. If you
only know yourself, but not your opponent, you may win or may lose. If you know neither yourself nor your enemy,
you will always endanger yourself.” Sun Tzu in The Art of War

“Misperception of risk – overestimating the risk of holding equities. The other far more insidious mistake is
underestimating the risk of NOT holding them. The real long term risk of equities is not owning them.” Nick Murray

“There is no such thing as ‘good markets and bad markets’. There is only one efficient market, in which prices may
be rising or falling during any given season, but which is always doing the same thing: providing significantly greater
real long term returns than bonds because of its significantly greater volatility. The point here must lead us to
conclude that the premium returns and the premium volatility of equities are kind of an equation: you get return only
by accepting the volatility. So don’t just accept volatility, embrace it – especially if you are buying in over the course
of time.” Nick Murray

“We know that a portfolio without a plan is a rudderless vessel. We know that timing and selection do not consistently
work. we know that goal focused, planning driven portfolio’s – steered by the starts of faith, patience and discipline;
properly asset allocated, broadly diversified and regularly rebalanced – is most investors only hope of achieving
superior, long term real life returns.” Nick Murray

“All bear market behavioral counseling is a battle of the advisor’s faith against the investors fear. The medium
through which the advisor restores perspective is history; the implacable, undeniable implication of bear market
charts often shown. Which is, that all bears are mortal; that they always die after a finite lifespan and that the
subsequent upward surge of equity values wipes out all traces that the bear ever lived.” Nick Murray
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“The stock market is weird… every time one person sells, another one buys… and they both think they’re smart.”
Anonymous

“To be successful (in investing), you must accept the fact that there will be periods, even very long ones, when the
right strategy leads to poor outcomes.” That is why Warren Buffet has said, “investing is simple but not easy. It
takes discipline to earn risk premiums.” Larry Swedroe from Investing Lessons from a top Poker Pro

“In my many years, what I am finding is it is not necessarily the reality that drives our decisions or shapes how we
view our financial position but the lens through which you allow the media and information flow that shapes your
reality. A consumers view of reality, an investors perception is often more aligned with their interpretation and not
with actual reality or historical accordance. This filter we all have, in some capacity, dictates how one acts and
reacts to market conditions. Even if it is counter intuitive, even if it is detrimental, even if it against the grain of
professional guidance …, investors often find ways to sabotage themselves.” From a TED talk by Shawn Achor

“A process (can be universal to many fields and professions) provides perspective, marking points and
direction. The process can only be defined by inputs and not outcomes. Results, in the financial
industry like some other aspects in life, are dependent on many things individuals have no control over,
so managing results is fools’ gold. Managing the process, the relationship, expectations is the
quintessential duty.” Unnamed

“To learn and not to do is really not to learn. To know and not to do is really not to know.” Stephen
Covey author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People

“It’s tough to make predictions, especially about the future.” Yogi Berra

“Risk is measured as the probability that you won’t meet your financial goal. Investing should have the
exclusive objective of minimizing this risk.” (emphasis added) Nick Murray

“Dreams will not be thwarted, faith will be rewarded”. Bruce Springsteen – Land of Hope and Dreams

“Hard to tell the poison from the cure.” Sting from Another Day

“I pay no attention to interim corrections, which I expect to be annual, nor to the occasional cyclical bear market,
which temporarily erases upwards of a third of a previous market peak on an average of every five or six years.
These fleeting episodes are invariably opportunities for the accumulator and are simply to be ridden out by
everyone else.” Nick Murray

“Fear is the foe of the faddist, but the friend of the fundamentalist.” Warren Buffett, annual shareholder letter,
1994
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“Risk should be measured as the probability that you won’t achieve your goals. Investing should have the
exclusive objective of minimizing that risk.” Nick Murray (Meaning, risk is not the movement of, up or down, of
stocks or portfolio’s, that is often characterized by investors. Large cap portfolio’s over long periods – 20 years -
have a peerless track record and to date have not experienced a negative return. Thus making risk a non-starter
conversation.)

“It is unwise to pay too much, but it’s worse to pay too little. When you pay to much, you lose a little money … that
is all. When you pay too little, you sometimes lose everything, because the thing you bought was incapable of
doing the thing it was bought to do. The common law of business balance prohibits paying a little and getting a
lot. It can’t be done. If you deal with the lowest bidder, it is well to add something for the risk you run, and if you
do that … you will have enough to pay for something better.” John Ruskin

“We’ve put a lot of money to work during periods of chaos. A climate of fear is our best friend. Big opportunities
come infrequently. When it’s raining gold, reach for a bucket, not a thimble.” Warren Buffet

“Reflect upon your present blessing of which every person has many – not on your past misfortunes of which all
people have some.” Charles Dickens

“The only place where success comes before work is in the dictionary.”

“Time flies. You are the pilot.”

“Knowledge speaks but wisdom listens.” Jimi Hendrix

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then is not an act, but a habit.” Aristotle

“Good judgment is the result of experience. Experience is often the result of bad judgment.”

“The highest reward for a person’s toil is not what they get for it, but what they become by it.” John Ruskin

“The early bird gets the worm. Therefore, it is better to be an early bird than an early worm.”

“Preparation, timing and luck are the ingredients for success but you are the cook.”

“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.” Gandhi

“If you are not fired with enthusiasm, you will be fired with enthusiasm.” Vince Lombardi

“Well done is better than well said.” Ben Franklin

“Prosperous people have a proclivity toward production rather than procrastination.”

“Every problem contains the seeds of it’s own solution.”

"Attitude is to life as location is to Real Estate."
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“The largest room in the world is the room for improvement.”

“Now is a gift. That is why it is called a present.”

“Some people know the price of everything and the value of nothing.”

“Success is a direction not a destination. Failure is just one step on the road to success. The difference between
success and mediocrity is desire.”

“You can do better than you think. You can do better if you think. You can do better, don’t you think?”

“It’s not the will to win that matters – everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare to win that matters.”Paul “Bear”
Bryant

“Even if you are on the right track you will get run over if you just sit there.”

“Shortcuts generally aren’t.”

“Procrastination makes easy things hard, hard things harder.” Mason Cooley, 1927

“Everything that can be invented has been invented.” Charles Duell, Office of Patents 1899

“There will never be a bigger plane built.” Boeing engineer after first flight of 247 twin engine plane that carried 10
people.

“There is not the slightest indication that nuclear energy will ever be obtainable. It would mean that the atom would have to
be shattered at will.” Albert Einstein 1932

“We don’t like their sound. Groups of guitars are on the way out.” Decca executive 1962 after turning down the Beatles.

“With over 50 foreign cars already on sale here, the Japanese auto industry isn’t likely to carve out a big slice of the US
market." Business Week, August 1968

“This telephone has too many shortcomings to be seriously considered a means of communication.” Western Union memo
1876

“Who wants to hear actors talk?” HM Warner, Warner Bros 1927

Famous Last Words

FLW


